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Presentation 2

Students in SPM 466
"The Right Answer'1 and "The Right Way to Do Something" do not exist when students are
collaborating on a project for a real-life client: there is not just one way to meet project
requirements. Students must learn how to partner as they work with their client's
uncertainty regarding his needs and wants, and they must anticipate conditions that the client
will face in the future. In this session, SPM 466 (Strategic Management of Sport
Organizations) students will describe ways in which they addressed the ambiguity presented
through client-based service-learning projects, especially for organizations such as the
McGraw Youth Bureau.
Presentation 3

Students in CPN 102
First-year-college writing students typically face - often for the first time - situations in
which they must design their own writing assignment topics. Additionally, instructors do
not give students much source material for those compositions; rather, students locate those
materials through their own database research. Service-learning writing classes often
provide even less content guidance: they require students to identify and reflect on courserelevant aspects of their community activities. Reflection, itself, makes students
uncomfortable because it does not fit the now-traditional essay model in which the student
presents a(n often formulaic) thesis statement, then supports that statement with teachersupplied source material. Rather, reflection demands that students explore a prompt through
an open-ended, "no right answer" approach, often using his own source material. Students
in this session will describe their challenges in, and approaches to, a complex. Net-based
writing assignment in their fall 2010 CPN 102 (Writing in the Community I) class.
Building Health Promotion Materials for Youth Baseball

Bonni C. Hodges, Professor and Chair, Health
Anthony Coromato. Undergraduate Student
Consumer orientation research is one of the foundations of social marketing. This session will
present two segments of consumer orientation research conducted as part of the process of
developing health promotion materials for youth baseball organizations in central New York. The
first segment consisted of key informant interviews with youth baseball coaches (n=8) and former
youth baseball players (n=10). The second segment consisted of an on-line survey of parents of
current youth baseball players (n=65). Both the interviews and the survey were constructed to elicit
respondents' perceptions of the importance for youth baseball players to learn more about a variety
of sports-specific health-related topics. In addition, the parent survey asked respondents 1) to
indicate their level of interest in learning more about the topics and 2) to discuss what they saw as
the role of the youth baseball coach in providing health-related information to their players.
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Health and Wellness in Women of Color
Bianca Hendricks, Undergraduate Student
Noelle Chaddock Pa/ey, Director, Multicultural Life and Diversity; Lecturer, Philosophy/Africana
Studies

It a ppears that there is a disproportionate level of health and wellness that occurs in w omen of color.
However, there are few areas of scholarship that examines health and wellness as it pertains
specifically to women of color. This project seeks to determine whether there is in fact a
disproportionate level of health and wellness in women of color, when compared to their white
female counterparts. Secondly, this project looks to determine which factors play a role in the level
of health and wellness in all women, and how those factors relate to women of color. In this
presentation, Hendricks discusses health and wellness in women, her findings throughout this
research project and opens the forum to further discussion about health and wellness and its impact
on women and, more specifically, women of color.
On the Road to School Health Systems Change: A Project Update
Bonni C. Hodges, Professor and Chair, Health
Donna M. Videto, Professor, Health
Aimee Greeley, Project Coordinator, School Health Systems Change
Amber Earl, Graduate Student
Hilary Davis, Graduate Student

This presentation will center on providing an overview of the SUNY Cortland and NYSED
partnership, the School Health Systems Change Project, a five year project designed to help
facilitate school communities in improving the health and academic success of their school aged
youth. A brief discussion of the project's theoretical and philosophical foundations will be provided
along with highlights of the project's first year activities, efforts, and findings.
A Comparison of Land-Based and Aquatic Warm-ups on the Vertical Jump Test and Sit and
Reach Test

David Montalbano, Philip Dreyhaupt, Undergraduate Students
Laura Hill, Visiting Assistant Professor, Kinesiology
Warming up is a crucial part of effective workouts. This study sought to discover the most effective
warm-up technique for athletes by comparing the effects of an aquatic warm-up versus a land-based
warm-up on strength and flexibility. Both the vertical jump test and the sit and reach test were used
to determine effectiveness. Forty participants were asked to take part in the same warm-up both on
land and in water. The warm-up included: sprints, carioca, side shuffle, hops, high knees, and butt
kicks. After each warm-up, the participants were tested in the vertical jump test and the sit and
reach. Scores were recorded and analyzed with a repeated measure ANOVA.
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Levels of Aggression within College-Aged Males and Females by Measuring the 2D:4D Finger
Ratio

Justin Aives, Justine Biel, Timothy Combs, Amanda Markow, Undergraduate Students
Joy Hendrick, Distinguished Service Professor, Kinesiology; Interim Chair, Sport Management
Past research has examined aggressive behavior in college-aged athletes in relation to sport
participation. This study focused on the aggression levels of athletes who play violent versus non
violent sports. A violent sport is defined as any sport where physical contact is built into the rules.
Using the Buss and Perry aggression questionnaire, the BEM sex role inventory, and the ratio
between the second and fourth finger, the degree of aggression for each individual was examined.
Finger length ratios were obtained using a Vernier Caliper to the nearest millimeter. Lower finger
length ratios correlate to higher, more aggressive scores on the Buss and Perry questionnaire and
more masculine scores on the BEM sex role inventory.
Social Facilitation: Effects of a Sexual Presence on Physical Performance

Ryan Campo, John Trapani, Undergraduate Students
Katherine Polasek, Assistant Professor, Kinesiology
Social Facilitation is the mere presence of a person causing an increased arousal state in another
person, which in turn improves performance on a simple task (Zajonc, 1965). By focusing on this
arousal state the effects of an opposite sex observer on a simple task were tested. The simple task
was distance traveled on a stationary bike. Fifteen male participants rode a stationary bike under
three conditions; alone, in the presence of a male, and in the presence of a female. Their
performances were compared using a repeated measure ANOVA to evaluate the significance of a
female observer on male performance.
Stride Length and Stride Rate Differences between Barefoot and Shod Runners

Amanda BirdsalI, Shaun Clouse, Melissa Hrynyk, Undergraduate Students
Jeff Bauer, Associate Professor, Kinesiology
Laura Hill, Visiting Assistant Professor, Kinesiology
Running has become one of the most popular forms of recreational activities. The newest trend is
barefoot running, which has been shown to have a lower prevalence of acute lower extremity
injuries. The purpose of this study was to determine if there are any differences in stride length and
stride rate between barefoot and shod running. Participants were recorded performing both a shod
and barefoot running trial of 50 meters. The middle 10 meters of each trial was used for the
analysis. The videos were uploaded and analyzed using Dartfish video analysis software. A mixed
factor ANOVA test was used to determine if there were any significant differences between the
shod and barefoot conditions and between the male and female participants.
Effects of Post Activation Potentiation on Vertical Jump in College Age Men and Women

Matthew Edwards, Joshua Johnson, Undergraduate Students
Laura Hill, Visiting Assistant Professor, Kinesiology
Does adding barbell squats directly prior to a vertical jump increase jump height? When is the
prime time to perform a vertical jump after a squat for largest jump increases? Our hypothesis is
that a barbell squat will significantly increase a countermovement jump, performed eight to ten
minutes after the final repetition, above the baseline countermovement jump. Data was collected by
means of writing down results after each exercise was performed by each participant one at a time,
due to limited researchers and accessible equipment. After all data was collected and accounted for.
SPSS was used to organize and perform a dependent t-test to see if there were any significant results
from the study concerning pre/post-procedural countermovement jump.
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Progress toward Democracy in a Post-Soviet State: The Case of Recent Elections in Moldova

Breanne Driscoll, Undergraduate Student
A small and obscure country in Eastern Europe, the Republic of Moldova, is treading water while
its neighbors are starting to swim. Moldova's history has resulted in a deep divide in national
interests as it was once part of Romania and was under Soviet influence and domination for 40
years. This small country has large aspirations for a better future, even hoping to gain EU
membership, but corruption, violence, regional conflict, and no legitimate president pose a few of
the many problems holding this country back. The November 2010 parliamentary elections
demonstrated that Moldova is on a path leading nowhere fast. In this case, what little democracy
there is has withered and retreated into something unrecognizable.
Health Care: Differing Healthcare Systems Among Industrialized Nations

William Fitzpatrick, Undergraduate Student
This paper will examine the differing healthcare systems throughout the world. It will examine what
differing healthcare programs amongst different countries entail, and in some cases what they lack.
I will place these different programs on a scale, measuring the pros and cons of the systems looking
through different perspectives. An example of this would be the cons in the reformed American
healthcare system looking at it through the eyes of the upper middle class and upper class, and on
the other hand the pros of the healthcare programs looking through the eyes of the lower class. The
American Healthcare system will be put on a scale with those of other countries. I will try to point
out which does a better job at supporting the people. This issue has to be looked at on an economic
scale, how much of a toll the healthcare takes on the purse of the country and the pockets of the tax
payers.
Still the Forgotten, Ill-Treated and Marginalized Minority: Europe's Roma

Blaithin Loughran, Undergraduate Student
This paper will analyze what is known in Europe as the "Roma Problem". It will discuss the
history of the Roma, where they come from, and historical events that have led them to become the
mistreated minority that they are today. The Roma culture, language, and common characteristics
that set them apart from other minorities will be discussed. Since the formation of the European
Union and more importantly since Romanian membership, Roma migration has been at an all-time
high. Living conditions and overall quality of life for Roma people is adverse; their lives are often
led under unthinkable circumstances. European feelings toward Roma are filled with hate,
discrimination, and insensitivity. There will be examples of Roma cases in Romania, Bulgaria,
Hungary, Slovenia, Ireland, and most importantly France. The preliminary conclusion is that
Europe must focus on the inclusion of these people and effective measures must be taken to ensure
that the Roma people are represented fairly.
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A Comparison of Ventilatory Threshold in Trained and Untrained Runners

Jimmy Richburg, Michael Briotte, Joseph Cundari, Undergraduate Students
James Hokanson, Associate Professor, Kinesiology
The purpose of this study is to compare ventilatory threshold between trained and untrained runners.
Ventilatory threshold will be expressed as a percentage of maximal oxygen consumption (V02max)
and will also be compared to known percentages of lactate threshold to determine if ventilatory
threshold is an effective non-invasive method to measure lactate threshold. The hypothesis of the
study states that the untrained runners will reach their ventilatory threshold at a lower percentage of
V02 max th an the trained runners. Twenty college-aged participants will be separated into two
groups, trained and untrained. There will be ten runners in each group, and each participant will be
placed in a group based on their answers to a survey given to them before the start of the testing. To
test our hypothesis, each participant will be performing a V02max test using the Bruce Treadmill
Protocol.
The US Garage Sale as Ritual of Consumer Cleansing

Gretchen M. Herrmann, Librarian, Memorial Library
Garage sales in the US often take on an aspect of "cleansing" which is more pronounced and
personally compelling than the public act of selling unwanted household items would indicate.
Whether a small sale for periodic housecleaning or a major sale to dispose of most of one's
possessions for a move, the garage sale can serve as a ritual of purification or cleansing. Sellers
speak of "creating space," "divesting," "decluttering," "shedding," and "purging," and of their vast
relief at getting rid of excess consumer goods. Cleansing sales are reactions to, and at times
resistance to, excess consumer goods that seem to stand in the way of other "potential selves." This
paper, part of long-term ethnographic research, focuses on changes of personal identities or
transformations of self that are realized through selling used goods in the US garage sale.
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CONCURRENT SESSIONS II
10:00-11:15 a.m.

The Impact of Knee Injuries on Gait Symmetry
Lauren Lenney, Marissa Malfitano, Matthew Katte11, Aly ssa George,Undergraduate Students
Jeff Bauer, Associate Pro fessor, Kinesiology
Previous studies have shown that knee injuries frequently result in abnormal gait patterns. The
purpose of our study was to examine individuals who had sustained a knee injury on one leg and
interpret their gait asymmetries. Our participants were not limited by age, sex, gender or time since
injury. The participant's non-injured leg constituted as a control. By studying the two stages which
make up gait and by comparing the non-injured leg to the injured leg during these stages, we were
able to analyze a person's current gait and determine if they would be prone to future injuries. Our
study utilized the GAITRite system to analyze the various parameters of gait such as step length,
step rate, step time, stride length, stride time, center of pressure and foot stroke contact. We
hypothesized that the leg associated with the knee injury would show the most variation in gait
symmetry when compared to the non-injured leg.

Effects of Clothing Material on Thermoregulations during Exercise in Hot Environments
Mallory LeSieur, Phil Steinkraus, Undergraduate Students
Philip Buckenmeyer, Associate Professor and Chair, Kinesiology
Large athletic corporations claim their synthetic compression gear helps athletes by promoting more
efficient thermoregulation and improving athletic performance. The purpose of this study was to
investigate these claims by examining the effects that different clothing materials have on
thermoregulation. Each subject completed three-20 minute sessions on a stationary bicycle in a
climatic chamber, set at 30°C, wearing a different outfit each time. The outfits worn for each
session consisted of mesh shorts and athletic sneakers, paired with either a synthetic compression
gear shirt or a 100 percent cotton t-shirt. Heart rate, blood pressure, sweat loss, skin temperature,
and core temperature were all measured throughout the session, and two different scales were
administered. Skin and core temperature values were used to calculate average body temperature.
All measurements were analyzed using a repeated measure ANOVA, with an alpha level set at 0.05.

Effects of Static and Dynamic Stretching on Sprint, Vertical Jump, and Shuttle Run
Performance
William Renkas, Kindra Tripp, Mallorie Maguire, Undergraduate Students
Laura Hill, Visiting Assistant Professor, Kinesiology
18 college age males were used in a study to observe the effects of different stretch protocols on
performance. These protocols included no stretching, static stretching, and dynamic stretching. It
was hypothesized that dynamic stretching would show a significant increase in performance as
compared to static and no stretching. Testing took place over a three week period with a different
stretch protocol tested each week. All participants performed each stretching protocol. All
protocols were performed after a 400 meter warm-up prior to the performance tests. The
performance tests consisted of a 40 yard sprint test, a vertical jump test and a 20 yard shuttle run.
Two trials were completed for each performance test with the average data being recorded for each
test. The data was then compared to determine which, if any, of the protocols was better than the
other on performance.
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The Effect of Music on Muscular Strength

Tyler Shimizu, Lynn Tran, Patrick Goggins, Undergraduate Students
Laura Hill, Visiting Assistant Professor/Mentor, Kinesiology
Previous studies have shown that music can improve aerobic performance. It has been shown that
participants who listen to music during aerobic exercise perform better and perceive the workout as
being less intense. The objective of this study was to determine if music has a significant effect on
muscular strength similar to that of the effect it has on endurance. College aged males between the
ages of 18-25 years ot age were used to test the effect of music on a one repetition maximal (1RM)
bench press. Participants performed the 1 RM test while listening to motivational music, nonmotivational music, and no music. All participants were tested in each condition over the course of
three consecutive weeks. Results of this study can be applied when considering methods to improve
resistance and strength training programs.
International Perspectives on Power in the Modern World
Internationa] Studies majors, who undertook international internships in Africa, Latin America, and
Central/Eastern Europe, use their international experiences and research to offer perspectives on the
imbalance of power structures across the world. Topics range from the struggles of organic coffee
farmers in Latin America to the struggle to achieve a comfortable life in many areas of Africa.
Introduction to "Power in the Modern World"

Sharon R. Steadman. Associate Professor. Sociology/Anthropology
This will be a short introduction to the subject and papers.
Constantly Stomping on the Little Guy: Power Dynamics amongst Coffee Farmers in
Costa Rica

Kerri Loveless, Undergraduate Student
Coffee farming helps to provide Costa Rica with a stable economy, but a schism exists
between those who farm organically and those who use non-organically-based technologies
to assist in their work. This paper explores the reasons for the imbalance between these two
groups.
Human Trafficking: Unconventional Forms of Power in the 21st Century

Brea Oriscol I, Und ergraduate Student
This study focuses on Central and Eastern European issues, including in particular the
Republic of Moldova. This diminutive region is unknown to many but when considering the
issue of human trafficking it is the main hotspot, even the ground zero, for the import and
export of modern slaves. This paper attempts to emphasize, using a Moldovian case study,
that human trafficking emerges as an example of the power, including the social, political,
and economic structures, of a state. Human trafficking, an unconventional method of force,
becomes the genuine source of power within Moldova and other neighboring countries.
Moldova was previously prevented from entering the European Union Neighborhood Policy
because of its mass corruption, lack of human rights, and criminal activity which all
sprouted from human trafficking. In the modern world, criminal activity, in the form of
human trafficking, not only denies feminine power but corrupts the power of the state and its
prospects for a stable future.
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The NEW Scramble for Africa: Land Grabbing

Erica Frerking, Undergraduate Student
The Scramble for Africa in the late nineteenth century saw the continent rapidly colonized,
and now, over one hundred years later, is there a new scramble? This paper examines the
new movement by non-African countries to ensure their own food security through the
acquisition of African land. Research will focus on the impacts of this "land grabbing," and
if there is any way for African nations to take control.
The Roma People: Colliding with Modernity

Eleanor Fitzgerald, Undergraduate Student
The Roma people, also referred to by many as gypsies, have been migrating throughout
Europe for thousands of years. They are discriminated against and misunderstood almost
everywhere they go and are known for their trickery and lack of trust of anyone outside their
culture. For many the idea of the "gypsy" evokes images of magic and flamboyance; the
reality and history behind the Roma is quite different. Who exactly are these nomadic
peoples? What led to stereotypes and major social issues associated with the Roma people
today? This nomadic group strives to be recognized for something more than the
"stereotypical" label of a gypsy. Their culture and traditions are colliding with modernity
resulting in what seem to be insurmountable problems in dealing with the world in which
they live.
The Effect of Interventions on Multiplication Skills/Math Facts

Sonnary Phongsawath, Graduate Student
Teaching mathematics to grades 6-8 students who do not know the multiplication table and have
difficulties with simple divisions is a very challenging task. Students in Elementary schools are
introduced to counting numbers, addition, multiplication, and simple divisions. Some students enter
grades 6-8 who have not achieved mastery levels for calling math facts such as 10 by 10
multiplication table quickly. These basic facts are requirements for students to progress in the math
classes. Sonnary will share the result of her experiment on the effect of interventions on grades 6-8
students in mastering math facts such as quick recalling of a 10 by 10 multiplication table and
simple divisions.
Proofs and Programming

Alan Maurer, A Zona Klein, Jason Miedema, Carissa Marshall, Undergraduate Students
Students will demonstrate how computer programming ability can enhance math major students'
proofs ability by using their programming ability to prove a theorem.
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* Denotes students who received 2010 Undergraduate Research Council Summer Research
Fellowships.
*The Impact of the 2010 FIFA World Cup on South African Township Residents
Kevin Heisey, Assistant Professor, Sport Management
Liam O 'Connell, Research Assistant

The 2010 FIFA World Cup was the first mega sport event to be held on the African continent. As
the host nation for the event, the Republic of South Africa saw massive spending on sport facilities
and general infrastructure and the country expected an influx of tourists and spending during the
year of the event. The objective of this project was to interview South African citizens living in the
country's two largest townships to determine how the World Cup has affected them. Subjects were
asked about their expectations and experiences and how the World Cup has affected them and their
families with a particular focus on household income and access to and availability of services. In
this presentation we will discuss the results we found through these interviews.
*Commensual Endolithic Boring Traces on Brachiopod Hosts from the Middle Devonian of
Central New York

Carolyn Furlong, Undergraduate Student
Christopher McRoberts, Professor, Geology
Ichnofossils, the preserved remains of ancient organisms' activities, provide demonstrable evidence
of behaviors (e.g. locomotion, dwelling, etc...) and in some cases biotic interaction (e.g., predation,
parasitism, commensualism) between two different organisms. Commensal endolithic borings are
rare during the Middle Devonian (~ 390 million years ago) and have been largely attributed to
sponge, worm and bryozoan dwelling activity. Investigation of more than 100 brachiopod hosts
from the Middle Devonian of central New York reveals at least four ichnospecies and bioerosion
textures belonging to Clionolithes, Clionoides and Specus suggesting such traces are more common
than previously thought. The taxonomy of Devonian sponge and worm ichno fossils remains
problematic due to the scarcity of well-preserved morphological features differentiating the boring
traces. Our study of newly collected specimens and published type material suggest the need for a
new Clionoides ichnospecies. These endolithic borings provide for a better understanding of sponge
and worm ichno fossil richness during the Middle Devonian.
^Semantic Encoding in Adults Who Stutter

Michaela A. Granato, Undergraduate Student
Irena Vincent, Assistant Professor, Communication Disorders and Sciences
Semantic encoding refers to the retrieval of word meaning from memory and is one of the first
cognitive steps completed during speech-language production. The purpose of the present study was
to investigate whether adults who stutter (ST) are slower than adults who do not stutter (NST) in
semantic encoding. Thus far, eight ST and eight age- and gender-matched NST have completed the
study. The participants completed two semantic encoding tasks, which required that they determine
the superordinate word category for images presented on a computer screen. More specifically, one
task involved pushing a response button immediately after identifying the presented image as an
animal, and the other task involved pushing the button immediately after identifying the presented
image as an object. Data collection for this study is still in progress; however, preliminary data
analysis suggests that ST are not significantly different from NST in their speed of semantic
encoding.
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^Mathematical Modeling of Earthworm Dispersal in Central New York

Michael Freitas, Undergraduate Student
Damien Pitman, Assistant Professor, Mathematics
Little research has been conducted on the origin of earthworms in this region, and even less has
been done on this topic using mathematics. As the glaciers came through this area, they scraped
away the soil and destroyed many different life forms, including earthworms; and essentially
provided a blank slate for life. Therefore, it was hypothesized that the present day earthworms are
not native to New York and were actually introduced from Europe and Asia. This has largely been
accepted as fact, but has not been evaluated scientifically. The species that have been assumed to be
exotics from Europe are of particular interest because they are similar to species from regions south
of New York, and may have migrated from these southern regions as opposed to from Europe. We
will demonstrate that the available evidence does not conclusively support either hypothesis. We
will also suggest some research methods that might lead to an answer as to how the various species
of earthworms came to exist in our area.
Collaborative Challenges: Lessons Learned From a Co-Teaching PDS Model

Kimberly Rombach, Assistant Professor, Childhood/Early Childhood Education
David Smukler, Assistant Professor, Foundations and Social Advocacy
Katie Swanson, Cortland Enlarged City School District
The Unified Teaching and Learning Initiative (UTLI) is a project that has facilitated the
development of a collaborative culture between academic departments, general and special
education teacher candidates and inservice general and special education classroom teachers. Our
model identifies classroom teachers who co-teach students with and without disabilities together
and places one student teacher from the Childhood Education program with another student teacher
from the Inclusive Special Education program (both gr. 1-6) with them throughout their student
teaching experience. This presentation will share the lessons we have learned from tryinu to
establish a collaborative "Not mine, not yours, but OURS" community within a political climate of
individual accountability.
Relevance of Vygotskian Theory to the Ontogeny of Imagination in LI and L2 Development

Donna E. W est, Assistant Professor, Modern Languages
This inquiry seeks to underscore the primary role of person deictics in the development of self as
conversational object. According to Vygotsky, the use of language serves as the quintessential
psychological tool toward interpsychological and intrapsycho logical development. Which linguistic
signs aie especially demonstrative of the shift to still higher mental processes (imagination) remains
under addressed. Since the category of person entails additional contrasts (to those evidenced in
tense, number, etc.) and since its productive use requires self-objectification, its mastery
demonstrates a clear cognitive shift from subjectification of self toward self as object, necessary to
viable speaker or addressee role-taking. When speaker and addressee morphemes are productive,
children objectify their role, such that self and other can assume speaker/addressee roles. Person'
deictics and their use in representational play can enhance the imagination when their metaphoric
application transcends their interpsycho logical regulation through human-to-human conversation to
their intrapsycho logical function in self-to-self discourse.
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The Zone of Proximal Development and the Ontogeny of Adolescent Imagination: Vygotsky
in the Secondary Classroom
Adam A. Ferguson, Graduate Student
In this inquiry, the goal is to integrate Vygotsky's broader theories of interpsychological to
intrapsychological development into a practical ZPD (Zone of Proximal Development) strategy for
the secondary school classroom. ZPD is the distance between the actual developmental level of the
learner and the level of potential development under adult guidance, or in collaboration with more
capable peers. (Vygotsky 1978) Collaborative English and Foreign Language tasks best illustrate
this concept -given that Vygotsky's primary measure of psychological development is through the
acquisition and development of language. Social interactions between learners can be the
foundation for engagement in self-to-self discourse on the part of the struggling students, allowing
them the chance to show improvement in the selected subject areas. Working out problems verbally
with others and afterwards with self-facilitates objectification on the part of the students in the
learning process - shifting pedagogical roles between student/teacher and learner - creating
autonomous thought.

Understanding Learner Identity in the Mathematics Classroom
Christina Scala, Undergraduate Student
Learning mathematics is an intricate process. As students move through school they learn to define
themselves and others as mathematics learners, creating a mathematical identity for each student in
at math classroom. The development of each student's math identity can be formed through
relationships and experiences with their peers, teachers, family, and community. This investigation
examines the learner identity of a seventh grader who is enrolled in an advanced mathematics.
Comparisons made by the seventh grader of her identity at different times in her life are discussed.
Implications for how teachers can gain more information about their own students' learner identity
are proposed.

Well-Being on Our College Campus
Lynn Anderson, Professor, Recreation, Parks and Leisure Studies
Whitney Battin, Casey Cregg, Joshua Fonner, Jennifer Miller, Christina Rossettie, Graduate
Students
Well-being is fundamental to quality of life. Simply stated, well-being is experiencing a state of
successful, satisfying, and productive engagement with one's life across leisure, physical, social,
intellectual, emotional, and spiritual domains, and in harmony with one's environment. This panel
discussion will present conceptualizations of well-being in the literature, from a philosophical and
scientific perspective, as well as research exploring factors that influence well-being. A current
study underway at SUNY Cortland that assesses the level of well-being on campus will be
presented, including how well-being was conceptualized and measured. The Gallup-Healthways
Well-Being Index, the European Social Survey, and the Cambridge University Flourishing
Questionnaires will be presented as national models. Collaborating with Cambridge University in
scale development, faculty and graduate students in RPLS will present the progress on the research
study to date, including validation of Cambridge University's Individual and Community
Flourishing Questionnaires and the state of well-being on our campus.
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Creating Cultural Change through Heritage Interpretation and the Theory of Planned
Behavior: A Project Promoting the Safety and Use of Bicycling for Transportation

Ho bit Lafaye, Graduate Student
Increasing utilitarian cycling has the potential to be instrumental in addressing current public health,
transportation, and environmental issues. These include traffic congestion, pollution, rising obesity
rates, and non-renewable energy consumption. This project contributes to the progression of
creating a modal shift by utilizing the Theory of Planned Behavior and principles of heritage
interpretation to target and affect beliefs and behaviors related to cycling for transportation. It is
comprised of a series of exhibits and a website designed to (1) promote awareness of cycling as a
viable and socially acceptable means of transportation; (2) aid in the reduction of barriers to
participation and promote efficacy; (3) promote safety; (4) and to provide cyclists and motorists
with information.
Are Academic Salaries Keeping up w ith the Market? An Examination of Salary Compression
Michael Tota, Undergraduate Student
Kathleen Burke, Associate Professor, Economics

Salary compression occurs when current worker salaries do not keep pace with market trends.
When this happens, the salaries offered to new employees approach the same pay rate as employees
with more years of experience. We utilize thirteen years of CUPA-HR data to explore the issue of
salary compression within fifteen Arts and Science disciplines. Salary time trends and disparities
by faculty rank will be discussed.
The Development and Implementation of a New Assessment Scale: Measuring the
Effectiveness of the PEAK Program

Jennifer Miller, Graduate Student
Eddie Hill, Assistant Professor, Recreation, Parks and Leisure Studies
Amy Shellman. Assistant Professor, Recreation, Parks and Leisure Studies
The increase in t echnology, media driven 'stranger danger,' and the rising fear of the outdoors are
negatively affecting the physical and mental health of children, as well as contributing to a lack of
stewardship for the environment. The Leave No Trace Center for Outdoor Ethics, in partnership
with REI, designed the Promoting Environmental Awareness in Kids Pack to provide activities to
teach children about the outdoors and responsible use of public lands. While the PEAK program has
been in existence for a number of years, the program's effectiveness has not been empirically tested.
Moreover, there is limited data regarding environmental attitudes and behavior in children. The
purpose of this study focuses on the development and implementation of an assessment tool to
measure the effectiveness of the program. I his new tool will help collect necessary data to provide
the evidence needed to demonstrate that PEAK helps increase environmental stewardship in
children.
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS
11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Brown Auditorium

"Patience, Industry, and a Fair Share of Invention:
Insights from Charles Darwin and His Origin of Species"
James T. Costa 85, Ph.D.
Charles Darwin's On the Origin of Species ushered in a new way of looking at the world, and at
ourselves. Yet Darwin didn't set out to be a revolutionary — certainly when, in his early 20s, he
embarked upon his voyage around the world on HMS Beagle he accepted the worldview in which
he was raised. Reflecting later on his success, Darwin ventured that he had
"patience... industry... and a fair share of invention."
In this talk I tr ace Darwin's personal process of discovery and his strategy in pitching his argument
in the Origin, the epochal book he regarded as "one long argument." Along the way I c onsider how
we might learn from Darwin's method in the ways we encourage and teach scientific inquiry today.
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POSTER SESSIONS
12:30-1:30 p.m.
Lobby Area, 1st & 2nd Floors
Human Power Project

Jeff Bauer. Associate Professor, Kinesiology
Charles R. Westgate, Dean Emeritus and Bartle Professor, Binghamton University
Vishal Anand, Associate Professor, Computer Science, SUNYBrockport
Joseph Cipollina. Christopher Bauer, Alyssa George, MatthewKattell, Kimherley Pereira,
Undergraduate Students
The Human Power Project entails the retro-fitting of a wide variety of campus fitness equipment to
harness the human power currently wasted during exercise and convert a significant portion of that
energy into electrical energy that will reduce campus energy needs and provide energy assistance to
needy local community members by reducing their electric bills. This joint research effort teams
faculty, undergraduate, and graduate students from SUNY Cortland (where the initial
implementation of the project will occur in the Tomik fitness center) the University of Binghamton
(responsible for calculating the expected energy generation possible from our campus exercise
facilities and determining the optimal equipment necessary for the retrofitting while developing a
configuration for implementation) and SUNY Brockport (responsible for developing the software
necessary to track individual, group, and campus energy goals and production once the exercise
equipment is reconfigured). We are currently exploring funding opportunities for the project.
Histological Assessment of Renal Lesion in a Porcine Model of Septic Shock

Kaitlyn Cooper, Undergraduate Student
Louis Gatto, Professor, Biological Science
Sepsis causes a systemic inflammation response syndrome (SIRS) that may progress to multiple
organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS), which is lethal. This unfolding varies with treatment and
progressively involves the lung, kidney, liver and intestines. In a clinically-relevant porcine model
of SIRS developed in our laboratory, a fecal clot (fecal material mixed with blood) was placed in
the peritoneal cavity of anesthetized swine. Alternatively, control animals were sham-operated
without a fecal clot. The animals remained anesthetized as vital signs were monitored following
routine intensive-care protocol. Tissues were harvested after 48 hours and processed for routine
histopathology, along with tissues from naive animals that were not subject to surgery. The present
study comprises the histological assessment of the kidney, where interstitial edema and leukocyte
infiltration were significant indicators of renal lesion associated with fecal clot. The findings
validated the model as a tool to assess SIRS and quantify the progression of MODS.
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What Happens to Microstructures in Re-activated Shear Zones: An Experimental Approach
Amie Whit lock, Undergraduate Student
Gayle C. Gleason, Associate Professor, Geology

We are conducting an experimental study on over-printing of rock fabric during deformation of
continental crustal rocks. Rock fabric includes microstructures (e.g., foliation, grain size, grain
shape) and crystallographic preferred orientations. Over-printing of fabric occurs when a region is
subjected to more than one deformation event. Our starting material is a quartz mylonite from a well
characterized shear zone with two foliations at -45° to each other. In our experiments the mylonite
is deformed under well-constrained conditions in a solid-media deformation apparatus (a Griggs
Rig). These experiments simulate reactivation of a shear zone with shear parallel to the original
shear zone boundaries, but in the opposite sense. These results should help in t he interpretation of
reactivated shear zones, and may help quantify the amount of strain required to reset deformation
fabrics in complexly deformed regions.
Testing the Interaction of Membrane Proteins with VTC3, a Protein Involved in the
Regulation of Ascorbic Acid Biosynthesis in Arahidopsis thaliana

Patricia Conklin, Assistant Professor, Biological Sciences
Nicole Chodkowski, Anthony Wind, Undergraduate Students
Ascorbic acid (aka vitamin C) is a well-known antioxidant and cellular reductant. Plants synthesize
ascorbate. Arahidopsis thaliana vtc3 mutants are deficient in ascorbic acid, which has possible
repercussions in regulation of ascorbic acid biosynthesis. The Vtc3 gene is predicted to encode a
protein with a phosphatase and a kinase domain, potentially allowing interactions with other
proteins as part of a signal transduction complex. Many Arabidopsis membrane proteins have been
tested for interaction with predicted signal transduction proteins by researchers from Carnegie
Institute using a "quick and dirty" high-throughput yeast 2-hybrid screen
(http: ww w.associomics.org/indcx.php). Their results included thirteen potential VTC3
"interactors." These potential proteins were expressed in y east cells to confirm these interactions
using the split-ubiquitin system. We predict that some of these proteins will interact with VTC3,
identifying other proteins involved in regulation of the ascorbic acid biosynthetic pathway. Results
and methodology of the split-ubiquitin system will be presented.
Changes in the Floral Display of Trillium erectum (Stinking Benjamin)

Steven B. Broyles, Professor, Biological Sciences
Marjorie Pulver, Undergraduate Student
Sarah Smith, Graduate Student
In most flowering plants, the size of the floral display is adjusted by increasing the number of
flowers partitioned within and between inflorescences and flowering stems. In contrast, Trillium
species produce a solitary flower above three deciduous leaves each year. We investigated flower
size variation (i.e., petal area) for Trillium erectum at Cortland Linear Park over a two year period.
Petal area ranged from 146 to 945 mm2 for flowers in both years. Plants that flowered for the first
time in 2010, produced significantly smaller flowers than those that flowered both years. Two
patterns of flower size adjustments emerge when examining changes in size between the two years.
Plants with small flowers in 2009 increased petal area by 35% in 2010. On the other hand, plants
with large flowers in 2009 produced smaller flowers in 2010. Trillium plants appear to track
available resources and adjust their reproductive allocation by changing flower size and ultimately
reproductive success.
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Flower Color Variation in Trillium erectum (Stinking Benjamin)
Steven B. Broyles, Professor, Biological Sciences
Justin Kindt, Former Undergraduate Student

Flower color polymorphisms are common in natural populations of flowering plants. Trillium
erectum is a perennial herb of deciduous woodlands in Central New York. Trillium erectum flower
petals are typically a deep maroon color, but a wide range of pink, crimson, yellow, and creamcolored flowers can be observed in populations. We examined the reflectance patterns of red, blue
and green wavelengths from more than 500 plants at Cortland Linear Park. Reflectance patterns
were examined using MVH Image Analysis software and digital photographs taken on during
midday hours of overcast days in May 2009. The white or cream colored flowers constituted 13%
of the population. Color variation for flowers bearing anthocyanins was normally distributed with
the greatest variation observed in the ratio of Red to Blue reflectance. The prevalence of color
variation in this population presents a unique opportunity to examine the selective pressures
imposed by pollinators for the maintenance of this flower color polymorphisms in Trillium erectum.
The Impact of Practice on a False Memory Experiment

Elijah Cedeno, Undergraduate Student
Raymond D. Col/ings, Associate Professor, Psychology
In this study we focused on how memories for earlier information can be misled by
subsequent information. Numerous researchers (Dees, 1959; Loft us, 1978; Roediger &
McDermott, 1995) have demonstrated that this false memory effect frequently occurs due to the
similarity between the subsequent and original information. In our experiment, we compared the
false memory effect caused by distracters that were either similar or non-similar to the originally
stimulus words. We also examined the effect of repeated practice on the this false memory
experiment, by having the participants perform the task 15 times over a three-week period. Our
subjects consisted of undergraduate students between the ages of 19 to 21. Although we did
replicate Roediger and McDermotfs (1995) earlier findings of false memory effect for similar
distract ers, we did not find that practice affected the creation of such false memories.
The Effects of Gestational Exposure to Polychlorinated Biphenyls on Subsequent Ethanol
Consumption by Sprague-Dawley Rat Dams

David F. Berger, Professor, Psychology
John P. Lomhardo, Professor, Psychology
Michael Curry, Robin Schwartz, Undergraduate Students
Gary Isaacs, Lecturer, Biological Sciences
Peter Jeffers, Professor Emeritus, Chemistry
We investigated whether exposing pregnant female rats during gestation affected their voluntary alcohol
consumption after delivery of their offspring. In addition to their Mazuri LabDiet, seventeen timepregnant Sprague-Dawley rat dams received one half of a Nilla Wafer cookie on to which 0.1 ml of corn
oil containing 4.0 pg/g (body weight) of a 1:1 mixture of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), Aroclors
1254:1260, was placed. The exposure was from gestational days 5 to 19. The wafers given to the
seventeen control dams contained 0.1 ml of corn oil alone. Twenty-two days after they delivered their
pups we used the limited access procedure (Stromberg et al., 1998) to expose each dam to a series of
ethanol solutions and measured how much they drank. The series began with 2% ethanol for the first 4
days, followed by 4% for the next 4 days, and then 6% for the remainder of this phase of the experiment
When consumption of the 6% ethanol leveled off, on the next and subsequent days the 6% solution was
only available for 1 h r/day. The PCB-exposed dams drank more of the 2% and 6% solutions than the
control dams. These findings were explained in terms of a proposed reduction in dopamine levels in the
nucleus accumbens (reward area of the brain) produced by PCBs and the compensatory effect that
ethanol has in elevating those dopamine levels.
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Accuracy of Self-Assessment of Knowledge

Brandy Warner, Stefanie Meyers, Undergraduate Students
Margaret Anderson, Professor, Psychology
Previous studies have demonstrated very little change in student's self-assessment of their
knowledge prior to beginning a course and at the completion of the course. This has called into
question whether there really is little gain in knowledge, or if the self-evaluations (especially the
first one) were inaccurate. In other words, how do you know how much you know when you don't
know what there is to know? In the present study we asked students to complete self-assessments
prior to, and after the completion of a course. At the end of the course we also asked them to review
their initial estimate and revise it if they felt it was inaccurate for the time it was completed. We
present the analysis ot these data as well as a comparison to objective performance.
Graduate School Admission Criteria

Amanda Zesima, Thomas Breitfeller, Undergraduate Students
Margaret Anderson, Professor, Psychology
This poster presents a review of the criteria psychology departments throughout the United States
use to make admission decisions. It will also provide an analysis of recent data we collected related
to how graduate programs of School Psychology, School Counseling and Social Work in New York
State make their decisions for admission to their programs.
The Effect of Delayed Harvesting on Grassland Birds in New York State

Daniel Inserillo, Undergraduate Student
Jason Gorman. 2010 Graduate
Grassland bird populations have been steadily declining in New York due to habitat loss. The
National Audubon Society recently started a management program to protect grassland bird habitat.
Farmers may enroll in this program by agreeing to harvest their fields after the grassland bird
breeding season in exchange for a tax reduction. We worked for NY State Audubon during the
summer of 2010 to assess this program by comparing the density of grassland birds in managed vs.
unmanaged sites. Sites throughout NY State were visited twice during the breeding season. At
each site, a ten minute point count recorded the bird species seen or heard, their behavior, and the
distance they were away from the point. The results obtained will be compared to 2009, when
higher densities of Bobolinks and other grassland birds were found in managed vs. unmanaged
habitats.
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^Isolation and Analysis of the Trail Pheromone of Cactoblastis cactorum
(Lepidoptera: Pyralidae)

Michael Wol/in, Undergraduate Student
Frank Rossi, Assistant Professor, Chemistry
Terrence Fitzgerald. Distinguished Professor, Biological Sciences
Social caterpillars employ chemical messengers termed pheromones to mark trails and arenas.
Studies show blanket application of synthetic trail pheromones of pest species can be used to disrupt
chemical communication systems and lead to the disintegration and collapse of colonies.
Preliminary investigation of the social caterpillar Cactoblastis cactorum, an invasive pest of
Opuntia cactuses in the Southwestern United States, shows the insect utilizes a trail/arena
pheromone that holds colonies together. A first step in assessing the pheromone as a tool for the
management of the insect is to determine its importance to the behavioral ecology of the insect.
Analysis of a biologically active extract by NMR and GCMS indicated that the major components
are triglycerides. Fractionation by HPLC and flash chromatography followed by bioassays
suggested bioactivity in components of the extract other than the triglycerides. Studies are ongoing
to further purify and characterize the pheromone by NMR and GCMS.
*Infusing Science Inquiry into an After School Program: Does this Affect Students Attitude
Towards Science?

Amber Valenti, Undergraduate Student
Orvil L. White, Assistant Professor, Childhood/Early Childhood Education
The purpose of the research was to determine whether students' attitudes changed towards learning
science, after incorporating science inquiry activities and experiments into a YWCA after
school/summer program. The students were elementary school children ranging in age from eight to
ten. Before beginning these activities the students were administrated an attitude survey on various
science topics. We also gave the students a basic science content knowledge questionnaire. We
conducted a post program survey using the same attitude survey and content knowledge questions at
the end of the six week program. This allowed us to determine and compare how the students felt
and what they knew at the beginning of and after the research. The overall results were positive.
The majority of students improved their attitude towards science. This research helps to show that
incorporating hands-on inquiry activities outside the classroom setting could help improve the
student's interest in learning science.
^Ecosystem Processes of a Beaver Pond at Hoxie Gorge

Laura Piatt, Undergraduate Student
Larry Klotz, Distinguished Teaching professor, Biological Sciences
The North American beaver was close to extinction in the early 1900's due to exploitation. Since
then, legislation and reintroduction of the species have allowed the beaver population to thrive.
Since beavers transform a flowing water environment into a still water ecosystem, it is important to
understand how this influences ecological processes. One way to summarize ecological processes is
to measure the net ecosystem productivity (NEP), which quantifies the amount of production or
consumption of q2 by the organisms in the system. For June, the NEP ranges from -190mmol 02/m2
to 261mmol02/m . Data for July through October will be described. The primary producers in this
pond system were dominated by submergent and emergent aquatic plants such as Chara and
Potamogeton. Aquatic plant biomass increased from 71.6g/nT on June 21st 2010, to 225g/m2 on July
14 1 2010. There was a relatively low phytoplankton biomass in the pond of approximately
1 OOcells/mL.
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*Amynthas Earthworm Distribution and Possible Invasion Consequences in Central
New York
Kellyanne Hearn, Undergraduate Student
Peter Ducey, Professor, Biological Sciences
Invasive species with no environmental controls spread and breed at uncontrollable rates, changing
the invaded ecosystems. Earthworms of the genus Amynthas are invasive in N orth America and are
native to Asia. This project investigated the distributions of Amynthas earthworms in Central New
York and the possible consequences for our mixed deciduous forests. Amynthas was found to be
present in a wide area of Central New York. Where they were found they were discovered to be in
high densities, which is consist with other literature on Amynthas invasions. Amynthas earthworms
are considered to be ecosystem engineers and appear to be changing the forest floor, by reducing
organic matter available and changing soil consistency.
*The Effects of PCBs on Sexual Development of Rats
Michael Curry, Undergraduate Student
We hypothesized that PCBs will have a significant effect on sexual development and there will be
significant differences between exposure periods in male and female rats. Sixty four female and
male rates were randomly assigned to control, lactational, gestational, and perinatal groups and
exposed to PCBs. The present study was a mixed factorial design. At the present time we have not
analyzed the results. If our results are significant this would demonstrate that PCBs have an
estrogenic effect on sexual development and we will see different effects during exposure
conditions. If we find significant differences between different exposures of PCBs, our hypothesis
will be supported.

* Denotes students who received 2010 Undergraduate Research Council Summer Research
Fellowships.
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CONCURRENT SESSIONS III
1:30-2:45 p.m.
The Effects of Post-activation Potentiation on Vertical Jump and Force Generation

Brendan Clarke, Samantha Monty, Sa-id Shakir, Undergraduate Students
Laura Hill, Visiting Assistant Professor and Chair, Kinesiology
James Hokanson, Associate Professor, Kinesiology
Weight training is used to increase strength, speed and power. In sports, explosive strength and
power are main components in successful executions of tasks such as sprinting and jumping. Some
research has shown that performing maximal or near maximal muscular contractions can produce
short-term increases in the maximum force produced by the activated muscles in a phenomenon
known as Post-Activation Potentiation (PAP). For this study, 70% of a personal-Rep Max of a
back squat will be performed to see if PAP can ultimately increase the subject's vertical jump
height and/or force generation. Research has proven controversial as to whether PAP improves
acute performance and this study will aim to dissolve the controversy.
The Effect of Increased Heart Rate on Performance in College-aged Female Gymnasts

Matt Therrien, Adam Allen, Mihali Tzetzis, Undergraduate Students
Gary Bahjack, Head Coach, Women's Gymnastics, Athletics
James Hokanson, Associate Professor, Kinesiology
There are many different variables that affect athletic performance. Athletes try to identify and
control these variables. One of the most influential variables is pre-competitive anxiety. A symptom
of a high state of anxiety is a rapid heart rate. The aim of this study is to identify the effects of an
increased heart rate due to high anxiety on performance. Heart rates will be measured during the
preparatory stages of a gymnast's routine to identify whether or not the athlete is in a high state of
anxiety. The increased heart rate data will then be compared to performance to see if there is any
effect. The results of this study can show the importance of relaxation techniques not only to
improve performance, but to ensure safety of athletes as well.
A Comparison of Ventilatory Threshold in Trained and Untrained Runners

Jimmy Richburg, Michael Briotte, Joe Cundari, Undergraduate Students
James Hokanson, Associate Professor, Kinesiology
The purpose of this study is to compare ventilatory threshold between trained and untrained runners.
Ventilatory threshold will be expressed as a percentage of maximal oxygen consumption (V0 2 m a x)
and will also be compared to known percentages of lactate threshold to determine if ventilatory
threshold is an effective non-invasive method to measure lactate threshold. The hypothesis of the
study states that the untrained runners will reach their ventilatory threshold at a lower percentage of
V02 max than the trained runners. Twenty college-aged participants will be separated into two
groups, trained and untrained. There will be ten runners in each group, and each participant will be
placed in a group based on their answers to a survey given to them before the start of the testing. To
test the hypothesis, each participant will be performing a V02max test using the Bruce Treadmill
Protocol. Plotting the ratio of ventilation rate and volume of oxygen along with ventilation rate and
carbon dioxide consumption, and inspecting the point on the graph where the ratio of ventilation
rate and volume of oxygen increases significantly, will determine ventilatory threshold. A pilot
study was conducted to test the hypothesis. One trained runner and one untrained runner performed
the test. The results from the study support the hypothesis.
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Treadmill and Elliptical Workouts and Their Effect on Heart Rate and Oxygen Consumption

Alexis Bogart, Christina Mavronas, Hoilie Petrus, Undergraduate Students
James Hokanson, Associate Professor, Kinesiology
There are several cardiovascular machines that can improve health. The treadmill and elliptical
machines are two examples that produce similar lower extremity movements allowing one to
increase heart rate (HR), work at a designated metabolic equivalence (MET) level and improve
oxygen consumption (V02). The purpose of this study is to determine if the treadmill and elliptical
machines will yield similar results in HR, rate of perceived exertion (RPE) and V02 when working
out at the same designated MET level. During an individual's workout, the MET display on both
machines will be observed for accuracy. Twenty college-aged volunteers will work at a MET level
of ten on both machines for fifteen minutes and HR, RPE and V02 will be monitored and
compared. The results of this study will confirm that these two machines provide proper
cardiovascular advances and that the MET calculator on the display screen is accurate.
The Effects of Tasting Carbohydrate Drink on Fuel Utilization during Exercise

Andrew Benedetto, Andrew Zis, Shannon Hakes, Meghan Ward, Undergraduate Students
James Hokanson, Associate Professor, Kinesiology
Improved performance from the ingestion of a carbohydrate solution (CHO) has been of great
interest. Recent research suggests that performing a mouth rinse with a CHO solution before or
during aerobic physical activity can also improve endurance. However, little research supports that
performing CHO mouth rinse can have an actual effect on fuel utilization. The purpose of this
study is to measure carbohydrate utilization during aerobic exercise when simply performing a
CHO mouth rinse. Ten college-age female athletes will be selected to complete the study. Subjects
will complete the Profile of Mood States (POMS) questionnaire and perform a 30 second mouth rise
ot 1.5 ounces of a 6 - 8 % CHO solution or placebo. Subjects will complete the YMCA sub
maximal bike test and CO2 and 02 will be measured and used to determine CHO utilization with
mouth rinse compared to control conditions. Results of the study could support the Central
Governor Theory regulating fatigue.
Can "I" Make a Difference?: Shakespeare's Oberon and a Ritual to Call Oberion

Dan Harms, Senior Assistant Librarian, Memorial Library
Shakespeare's Oberon, the king of the fairies in "A Midsummer Night's Dream," has captivated
theatergoers for centuries. Nonetheless, he is but one manifestation of a broader tradition of
Oberion, who appeared in both popular literature and texts of ritual magic intended to raise spirits.
Perhaps the most prominent exemplar of this, and that closest to the date of Shakespeare's
composition, is MS. v.B. 26 from the Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington, DC. We will
examine parallels and discontinuities between the characters in Shakespeare and the manuscript, as
well as their links to broader issues surrounding popular belief and geographical notions of the time.
Harlotry Players: Students Perform Scenes from Classic and Contemporary Plays

Jaclyn S. Pittsley, Lecturer, English
Andrea Harbin, Assistant professor, English
Erica Deretz, Samantha Pauli, Julie Gregg, Cody Fish, Undergraduate Students
Drama is meant to be performed, and the most comprehensive way for students to appreciate the
complexities of dramatic art is to stage scenes from the plays that they are studying in class.
Students from Shakespeare class, Introduction to Literature class, and volunteers from the student
body and alumni will perform several brief scenes from Shakespearean and other classic authors,
and also from contemporary authors.
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The Animal Rights Movement
Jake Curtis, Haley Graves, and Jessica Kinney, Undergraduate Students
Animal rights activists fall into two categories: animal welfarists and animal rights radicals. The
welfare faction of the movement focuses on preventing unnecessary cruelty to animals, on painless
euthanasia, population control, and achieving humane standards in the treatment of livestock,
laboratory animals, performing animals, and pets. More radical activists seek to abolish all research
and experimentation involving test animals, hunting, the fiar i ndustry, and the use of animals for
entertainment. Radicals also seek to discourage the use of animals for food. This presentation will
briefly discuss fondraising by animal rights groups, the obstacles the movement faces, and the
difficulties in maintaining commitment in the ranks.

The Crime Victims' Rights Movement
Amanda Britton, Sheryl Holbrook, Amy VanDenberg, Undergraduate Students
Although the notion of victim rights dates back to the Code of Hammurabi of 1700 BCE, the
modern crime victims' rights movement took shape in the 1960s. It can be related to several
existing struggles of that decade, i.e., the feminist, law and order, anti-Vietnam war, and civil rights
movements. Although not all victims rights activists see things the same way, the movement as a
whole seeks various sentencing reforms, changes in the treatment of victims and their families by
police and the courts, and improved crime victim compensation. This presentation will summarize
the origins, development and accomplishments of the movement.

The Movement against Sexual Trafficking
Hazel Collett, Donielle Maier, Meghan Olsowski, Kristi Najdzion, Undergraduate Students
Sexual trafficking has been defined as "a commercial sex act. .. induced by force, fraud, or
coercion, or in which the person induced to perform such an act has not attained eighteen years of
age." This presentation will discuss myths and realities about the problem of trafficking and
summarize the anti-trafficking activities of four organizations: Initiatives Against Sexual
Trafficking (IAST), The Polaris Project, The Coalition Against Trafficking in Women (CATW),
and Shared Hope International.

The Cortland Digital Atlas of the Historical Geography of New York State
Michael Gordon, Max Menendez, Matthew Blaszak, Danielle Mandile, Kevin Staubitz,
Undergraduate Students
Scott Anderson, Associate Professor and Chair, Geography and GIS
For the past several years, Cortland students majoring in GIS have been engaged in a long-term
project to provide digital copies in GIS form of important historical maps of New York State for the
use of researchers worldwide through the Cortland Digital Atlas project. In this presentation,
students will discuss the maps they have chosen to digitize for historical research and demonstrate
the techniques required to make them accessible and useful to researchers.
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Native American Trail Marker Trees along the Finger Lakes Trail in New York State
Carl Koehler, Undergraduate Student

Trail marker trees are biological artifacts ofNative American societies used to indicate pathways,
water sources, and sacred places. These ancient hardwood trees were shaped as saplings by early
North Americans to provide permanent landscape markers. Over the past decade, I h ave found
twenty-five of trail marker trees along the Finger Lakes Trail (FLT). The FLT is a continuous
hiking trail between Alleghany to Catskill Parks in New York State. This study seeks to accurately
describe the species identity, age, and exact geographic locations of these biological artifacts.
Increment cores will be used to age the trees and trail mapping used to explore possible functions of
these trees. This information will provide a unique opportunity to compare this data with that of
known Native American trails and trail marker trees reported in the literature.
Sustainable Heating at SUNY Cortland using Biomass and Geothermal Energy

Brice Smith, Associate Professor and Chair, Physics
Matthew J. Rankin, Undergraduate Student
Economic and environmental analyses indicate that ground source heat pumps (GHP) and biomass
boilers would be suitable replacements for the current fossil fuel heating infrastructure at SUNY
Cortland. Six GHP systems on upper campus could meet approximately 20% of the upper campus
heat load, while the remainder would be met using bioenergy feedstocks such as short-rotation
willow (Salix viminalis) or switchgrass (Panicum virgatum). Even at the highest end of production
costs, either willow or switchgrass appear to be economically competitive with natural gas. The
direct and indirect GHG emissions of the campus heating system could be reduced between 60-75%
from those associated with natural gas. However, total NOx emissions would increase significantly.
Numerous other sustainability aspects were also analyzed. Under this proposed scenario, where
willow or switchgrass replaces corn, the economic cost and environmental impacts of procuring the
required biomass would likely be acceptably low and thus could be part of a sustainable energy
system for the campus.
Lime Hollow Center for Environment and Culture: An Assessment for the Future
Lynn Anderson, Professor. Recreation, Parks and Leisure Studies
Ben Banker, John Banuski, Amber Bushy, Adam Campbell, Mitch Lemery, Juleen Matthews,
Erik Wilson, Undergraduate Students

Lime Hollow Center for Environment and Culture (LHCEC) has continued to flourish as a valuable
community resource since its inception in 1993. In 2002, a community-wide needs assessment was
completed to help guide future development of the nature center. Results of that study helped with
strategic decisions for several years. However, since its completion, many changes have occurred at
LHCEC, in the community, and in society in general, creating a pressing need for an updated needs
assessment. In the fall of 2010, undergraduate students in RPLS completed this needed research for
LHCEC. The purpose of this study was to determine how LHCEC can best meet the current and
future needs of the greater Cortland/Ithaca community while remaining true to its mission
statement. The study examined the community's current perceptions, knowledge, and evaluation of
LHCEC's programs and facilities and gauged the need for new programs and facilities.
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Jeffersonian versus Hamiltonian Models on the Frontier, or How Monopoly Capitalism
Stunted the Growth of Seneca Falls, NY
Scott Anderson, Associate Professor and Chair, Geography and GIS
Compared with nearby communities with similar geographic attractions, Seneca Falls, New York,
was slow to grow and develop during the early decades of the 19lh century. While Geneva, Auburn,
and Syracuse competed for economic, cultural, and political dominance in early central New York,
the community that became Seneca Falls, despite excellent water power resources and access to
transportation networks, experienced such retarded settlement that it failed to even be considered
for the county seat when Seneca County was created in 1804. Why Seneca Falls never become the
urban and industrial hub of central New York, as was predicted by some very smart and rich early
investors, is a question best answered by suggesting that it was a result of two factors coming from
their prediction. First, these investors secured all the water power properties in the community and
held them as such a tight monopoly for nearly three decades that they strangled all entrepreneurship
in a community that might have filled with entrepreneurs. Second, land become so overpriced in the
nearby Cayuga Reservation that little capital was accumulated in land dealing to settlers, leaving
little capital for urban and entrepreneurial development.

Writers Read: Performances from the Professional Writing Program
Victoria Boynton, Professor, English
David Franke, Professor, English and Professional Writing
Sarah Basile, Heather Connelly, Talia Emm, Corey Hutchinson, David Mindich,
Richard Polk, Zachary Young, and other Professional Writing Seniors
The written word is a powerful force, but when the written word comes to life in oral performance,
another kind of power exerts itself. The beauty, clarity, and hilarity of performed language inspire
audiences across the nation and the globe. For instance, in slam and spoken word contests and in
such hybrids as performance poetry as well as in popular radio shows such as This American Life
and Prairie Home Companion, oral renditions of writing have an important place. Students in this
session will perform their original written work. Also this session will serve as the launch for the
Cortland literary magazine, Transition.

Musings about Human Nature
Students will discuss human nature from a variety of philosophical, sociological, and literary
traditions, including Marx, Frankl, Durkheim, Neale Hurston, Walsch. They explore how human
nature has either been shaped or maligned through the philosophical tradition and what theories still
have relevance today, whether it is in the classroom through critical pedagogy or the corporate
boardroom through a Marxist exploration of greed. Importantly, what guidance for one's personal
and moral development could be relevant?

Philosophical Reflections on Human Nature, Human Capacities, and the Education
System
Krystle Caggiano, Undergraduate Student
My paper examines the history and malediction of the philosophic study of human nature.
Through this analysis, I analyze flaws in the education system, and the need for a better
learning community between professors and students. Through critical pedagogy, I describe
the positive impact steering away from traditional education could have on students and
teachers.
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Elephants

Toni Hodge, Undergraduate Student
My essay deals with a fundamental question of human existence. How did we become who
we are? I propose an argument from Emile Durkeim's classic sociology text Suicide to
support the belief that our behaviors come from the way we are raised and our surrounding
environments. I th en use Zora Neale Hurston, Victor Frankl and Neale Donald Walsch's
ideas as well as creative work to propose that we have a nature we just need to remember.
"Only in America Could You Find a Way to Earn a Healthy Buck and Still Keep Your
Attitude on Self Destruct"

Kyle Dauch, Undergraduate Student
My paper utilizes ideas from a wide range of thinkers and traditions to argue that direct
capitalism fails to address the multi-faceted nature of the human race, instead focusing on
the base quality of greed as the highest goal towards which one can strive.
Nietzsche and the Superman

Jonathan Valentine, Undergraduate Student
Nietzsche is a controversial figure in philosophy due to his radical reconstruction of values
and off en misinterpreted ideas. Nietzsche's unique writing style and poetic nature of his
works make it all the more difficult to piece together what he is truly saying. This
presentation will discuss his writing style and a way to approach his work to find very
valuable thoughts throughout his ideas. It will also discuss what Nietzsche actually imagines
the Superman to be and the value of his account in t oday's world.
What is Good Pedagogy in an Era of High Stakes Testing?
Anne Burns Thomas, Assistant Professor, Foundations and Social Advocacy;
Coordinator, Cortland's Urban Recruitment of Educators (C.U.R.E.) Program
Sheena Asibey, Yashema McGregor, Ashley Cattaneo, Amanda Taylor, Zuri De(fosse, Julia Tutt/e,
Vanessa Hodge, Brandon Guthrie, First Year C.U.R.E. Students

In this panel presentation, first year scholars from Cortland's Urban Recruitment of Educators
(C.U.R.E.) Program will discuss the current state of teaching in urban schools in the context of the
No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act. NCLB has been critiqued as being responsible for a narrowing
of curriculum and teaching to the test that is prevalent in urban schools. Through the framework of
a classic teacher education text, "The Pedagogy of Poverty vs. Good Teaching," by Martin
Haberman, C.U.R.E. students will explore the conditions of teaching and learning that have been
documented in urban schools and that they experienced as participant observers in Syracuse City
School district schools. The panel will use research and personal experiences to point toward
challenges to good teaching and potential improvements.
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CONCURRENT SESSIONS IV
3:00-4:15 p.m.
Optimizing Matter to Amplify Light: High-throughput Synthesis Based on Rational Materials
Design

Karen E. Downey, Assistant Professor, Chemistry
Modern optical amplifiers rely on erbium (less than 0.1%) in silica glass fibers. These work well
for long-distance communications networks, but the active erbium is too insoluble and the silica
glass too nearly symmetric for short-distance optical amplification. A new host material, with more
soluble or more optically efficient erbium, is needed for smaller-scale applications. Highthroughput synthetic and screening techniques supplement traditional inorganic chemical rationales
to allow rapid development and identification of promising erbium host materials. Preliminary
results illustrate the power of this approach to synthesis and luminescence screening: incorporating
erbium into a zinc-rich oxide leads to the development of thin film materials with up to a 200-fold
increase of erbium content, as compared to the erbium levels acceptable in existent erbium-doped
silicate fiber amplifiers. Subsequent characterization of crystallinity as a function of time and heat
treatment history allows further screening for the thermal stability required for industrially useful
materials.
Crystallization Characterization of Erbium Containing Zinc Silicate Germanate Films

Danielle McCarthy, Undergraduate Student
Karen E. Downey, Assistant Professor, Chemistry
The energy efficiency of modern computing technology could be improved if electronic circuits
were replaced with optical circuits; this would require integrated optical amplifiers. One current
optical amplifier uses erbium in silica. A highly transparent material capable of hosting erbium in
much greater atomic density is needed. Crystal growth on annealing would scatter photons and thus
must be suppressed. Our candidate erbium host, zinc silicate germanate. is synthesized as a
sputtering target. The target is then used for sputter deposition on silicon wafers. These thin films
are then annealed at various temperatures. Crystal growth on annealing would scatter photons and
thus must be suppressed. X-ray diffraction is used to measure the percent crystallinity as a function
of time. The rate of crystallization and its dependence on annealing temperature provide data for an
Arrhenius plot. A high activation energy results in slower, minimized crystal growth. Preliminary
data show erbium-containing zinc silicate germanate has an activation energy of 1.4x102 kJ/mol.
Caged Compounds: Using Light to Influence Biological Processes

Frank Rossi, Assistant Professor, Chemistry
A caged molecule is one whose activity is masked by attaching it to an auxiliary molecule that can
also be removed by exposing the molecule to light of the appropriate wavelength. Because light can
be delivered to a biological sample at a precise time and location, caged compounds offer
significant advantages over traditional bioactive reagents. The application of caged compounds to
the study of biological process will be presented along with an overview of approaches that have
been used for their synthesis.
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The Synthesis of Photocleavable Peptide Conjugates
Frank Rossi, Assistant Professor, Chemistry
Josh Baccile, Mark Morrell, Daniel Drew, Undergraduate Students
The introduction of a photocleavable group into a peptide offers a novel approach for the alteration
of the biological and chemical activity of peptides with spatial and temporal control. This project
aimed to develop a simple, modular method that utilizes copper catalyzed click chemistry to
assemble photocleavable peptide conjugates from two precursor molecules, a photocleavable alkyne
and a commercially available azide. The photocleavable alkyne was made by the Grignard addition
of ethynyl magnesium bromide to o-nitrobenzaldehyde and the resulting alcohol was reacted with
carbonyldiimidazole giving the desired amine-reactive photocleavable linker. The identity of the
linker was confirmed by 1H NMR, 13C NMR, and was shown to exhibit photocleavage upon
irradiation with UV-light. The amine-reactive linker was coupled to a peptide using solid phase
peptide synthesis. Initially the reaction that coupled the linker to the peptide produced byproducts.
The reaction conditions were optimized to eliminate these undesirable compounds. We are currently
evaluating the conditions required for the conjugation of the alkyne-conjugated peptide to azides
using copper catalyzed click chemistry.

SUNY Cortland Writing Contest Award Winners Present!
Each year, the SUNY Cortland Writing Committee sponsors a campus-wide writing contest open to
students in all majors and at all levels of study. Categories for which writing can be submitted
include academic writing, fiction, poetry, scripts, literary nonfiction, and web page design. This
year, seven College Writing Contest winners will present their work.

"Not Here"
Collin Anderson, Graduate Student
"The Lifestyle of the Visually Impaired"
Brenna Filipello, Undergraduate Student
"Bullying"
Lauren Menchini, Undergraduate Student
"An Untitled Piece of Science Fiction"
Amie Whit lock, Undergraduate Student
"Cortland Professional Writing Web Site"
Taylor Morris, Undergraduate Student
"Narcissistic Personality Disorder in Willa Cather's 'Paul's Case'"
Sarah Kane, Undergraduate Student
"I Feel It in My Teeth, and Hers, and Hers Too"
James Reardon, Graduate Student
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Islam, Gender and Development in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA)

Seth N. Asumah, Distinguished Teaching Professor; Chair, Africana Studies
Lindsey Catanzarite, AI-Amin Johnson, Whitney Newby, Eleanor Fitzgerald, Undergraduate
Students
The analyses of issues that affect Islamic women and the process of development cannot be fully
comprehended without a critical evaluation of Islam and cultures in the Middle East and North
Africa (MENA). Modernization makes cultural and development issues in the Middle East and
North Africa inescapable to understanding the totality of women's conditions in the region. In this
presentation, Dr. Asumah and his students argue that the forces of Islamic fundamentalism and
development pose new challenges to Islam and the region. Furthermore, they make the case that
male hegemony and Islamic fundamentalism make zipper-like quota system for Islamic women
plausible to improve gender empowerment measures for solving complex development problems
and issues that affect women and the region.
The China Way: Experiences of Studying Abroad in China

Carolyn Furlong, Leah Fries, Christine Brown, Undergraduate Students
Jeremiah Donovan, Professor, Art and Art History
Charles Heasley, Professor, Art and Art History
Clashes between the old and new ways of life can be seen in every village, town and city. Old
traditions are trying to be maintained as modernization is advancing rapidly around them. Ceramics
and tea have been major traditional aspects of Chinese culture for many of thousands of years, but
traditional methods are threaten to be lost within the rapidly developing nation. Traditional methods
of clay production are slowly vanishing to methods that are more suitable to meet the demands of
mass production. By looking at the differences in culture (arts), environment, ceramic industry, and
traditions, new world China and old world China can be compared and contrasted to understand the
significance of the modernization that is occurring. Although much has been lost, the traditional use
of tea has maintained its significant social importance and can be compared to the social drinking
habits within the United States.
SUNY Cortland Africana Studies Department Performance Classes 2011 Showcase

Undergraduate Students from SUNY Cortland Salsa Class, Africana Dance Class, Rock, Jazz, and
Blues Ensemble, and A Capella Group
Undergraduate Students from A fricana Studies and Communication Studies: Hip Hop Culture
SUNY Cortland's Africana Studies Departments provides students, faculty, staff, and community
members with an opportunity to study and perform various Africana arts and entertainment genres.
The Africana Studies performance classes showcase includes American rock and jazz, salsa
dancing, Africana dancing, negro spirituals, contemporary a capella music, and an original hip hop
video all created by SUNY Cortland Hip Hop Culture students. Along with their
directors/instructors, this showcase will be the highlight of your Scholar's Day experience.
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